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HIGHER ORDER WHITEHEAD PRODUCTS 
GERALD J. PORTER? 
(Received 22 JuZy 1963) 
THE BRACKET product of J. H. C. Whitehead [ll] assigns an element v, g] E n,+,_,(X) to 
each pair of elementsfE x,(X) andg E n,(X). Equivalently an element, IV(q) E rr,++r(X), 
is assigned to each element cp E r&S’ v S’, X). In this paper we generalize this product by 
replacing the wedge of two spheres with a “wedge” of n suspensions. In particular let 
T,(X,, ***, X,) be the subset of the Cartesian product X1 x . . . x X, consisting of those 
n-tuples with at least one co-ordinate at a base point. Let 
A (X1, .‘., X”) = x, x . . . x X”/TJ x, , . . . , X”). 
Then to each map cp: Z”,(I;A,, . . ., Z,A”) --t X an element IV(q) E n@“-lA(AI, . . . . A,), X) is 
assigned. IV(q) is the generalized n”’ order Whitehead product of cp. The original Whitehead 
product product is, in this terminology, a 2”d order product. 
The contents of the paper are, briefly, as follows. Section 1 contains our notation and 
the definition of the generalized higher order Whitehead product (GHOWP). The properties 
of the GHOWP are studied in $2. Section 3 is devoted to the study of the connection 
between higher order Whitehead products and the cohomology of the range space. As an 
application of the results of this section it is shown that there exist non-zero Whitehead 
products of arbitrarily high order in SSV(n) for each n. The appendix contains some 
auxiliary homotopy theory needed for the definition of the GHOWP. 
The material in this paper was contained in the author’s doctorial dissertation written 
at Cornell University under the direction of Professor William Browder. The author also 
wishes to acknowledge the helpful suggestions of Professor Peter Hilton. 
We shall assume that all spaces are countable connected CW-complexes with base 
point and all maps are continuous and base point preserving. We denote the category of 
these spaces and maps by V. V is the category of n-tuples of objects and maps of V. We use 
several functors which we now describe. 
The functors T,: %?' + %, i = 0, 1, . . ., n, are defined by setting T,(X,, . . ., X,) equal to 
the subset of X, x . . . x X,, consisting of those points with at least i co-ordinates at base points. 
7 The author was supported by NSF Contract G15984 during part of the period in which this paper 
was prepared for publication. 
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Since all maps are base point preserving fi x . . . x f. maps the subset T,(X,, . . ., X,) tb 
T,(Y,, --*, Y,). We denote the restriction of fi x . . xfn to this subset by T,cfi, . . . . f,). 
T, is the usual Cartesian product functor; Tz is the so called “fat wedge” and T,_, is the 
one point union functor. There is a natural transformation of functors Tz + Tz-z for 
i= ,..., 1 n, given by inclusion. The transformation Tz --t T,, is denoted by j. The smash 
product functor, A : W” --* %‘, is the quotient functor T,,/T,. Let I = [0, 1] with basepoint * = 1. 
The reduced cone functor C: V -+ %Z is defined to be h(I, ). Similarly Z: % -+ Y; the 
reduced suspension functor, is defined to be A@‘, ). C”: %’ + ‘%I is defined inductively by 
C”X = Z(c”-‘X). C and C induce functors V” + %” which we shall also denote by I; and C. 
In particular X(X,, . . . . X,) = (XX,, . . . . XX,) and C(X,, . . . . X,) = (CX,, . . . . CX,). 
Let p: I + S’ be the quotient map. The natural transformation P: C + Z is defined by 
P(&, a**, 4,) = @(P, 1x1), ..., NP, lx.)). T,(P) is then a natural transformation 
T,,C + T&. We denote T,,(P) by p. 
We shall not distinguish notationally between a transformation of functors and the 
transformation’s values on the objects of the category. 
Let Id: Q -) V be the identity functor. There are natural transformations ic: Id + C 
and ir : Id -* Z given by it(x) = (0, x) and i,(x) = (+, x); 
The functor Q:U” -+ % is defined by setting Q(X,, . . . . X,) = p-l(TIZ(Xl, . . . . X,,)) and 
Qti, . . . . A,) = T,Cv;, ..d,)lQ&, . . . . X,). Let p = pi Q. p is then a natural transfor- 
mation Q + T,Z. Moreover (p, p):(T,C, Q) --f (T&, TzZ) is easily seen to be a relative 
homeomorphism. (A geometric definition of Q is given in the appendix.) 
DEFINITION (1.1). Let F and G be functors & + 9 for some category d. We say that T 
is a homotopy equivalent transformation F + G iffor each A E d, T(A) : F(A) + G(A) is a 
homotopy ewivalence and for each map h E d, h: A + B, T(B)F(h) H G(h)T(A). We say 
that F is homotopy equivalent o G if there exists a homotopy equivalent ransformation 
F+ G. 
The following theorem is proven in the appendix. 
THEOREM (1.2). There exists a homotopy equivalent ransformation h:C-’ A-+ Q 
(where the two functors have domain category V). 
As usual we let n(X, Y) stand for the set of homotopy classes of maps X to Y and 
{f } stand for the homotopy class of the map f. 
DEFINITION (1.3). Given q~ : T,E(A,, . . . , A,,) + X, n 3 2, we define 
W(p) E @“-lA(A,, . . . . A,), X) 
the nth order generalized Whiteheadproduct, tobe rp,{$). ‘p* is the induced map in homotopy 
and hence it is immediate that W(q) depends only upon the homotopy class of cp. 
(It will be understood throughout the paper that “nth order generalized Whitehead 
product” means n > 2.) 
Wesaythatcp:TJ(A1,..., A,)-+ X,i<n,isoftypeCf, ,..., f,)ormorebrieflycpECfl ,..., f.) 
if cpkj -fj for j = 1, . . . , n, where kj: 22 j + TiZ(Al, . . ., A,) is the canonical injection. 
Lf,, 
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DEFINITION (1.4). The set of nth order Whitehead products of type cfi, . . . , f.) is denoted 
. . . . f,] and defined by VI, . . . . f,l ={J+‘(rp)l~:T~X4~, . . . . A,) + X cp ~Cfi, . . ..S.)). 
We stress the fact that W(q) is a well defined element while V1, . . ., f.] is a subset 
(perhaps empty) of n(C”-‘A(A,, . . . . A,,), X). 
If the Ai’s are all spheres then Lf,, f2] is the original Whitehead product. vl, f2, fJ is, 
in this case, the Zeeman product studied by Hardie [S]. Hardie [4] has also given the 
definition of Lfi, . . ., jJ when the Ai’s are all spheres. When the A,‘s are arbitrary, [,fi, fi] 
is the “generalized Whitehead product” studied by Arkowitz [l]. 
We shall let HOWP stand for the case in which all the Ai’s are spheres (as opposed to 
GHOWP). In $2 W(p) may stand for either a homotopy class or a map in the homotopy 
class. The meaning will be clear from the context. 
62. PROPERTIES OF THE GHOWP 
THEOREM (2.1). (Naturality) Let fi:Ai + Bi, hi:Bi + A’, i = 1, . . . . n, g:X + Y and 
cp :T&(B,, . .., I?.) + X, then 
(a) (C”-‘A& . . . . f”>>* Wcp) = W(P~Jcf, 9 . . .9fn>) 
(b) ge.W(cp) = W(m) 
(c) (Z”-‘A& . . ..f&)*th., . . . . h,l = Plo;fih . . . . h.(cf,)l 
(d) g*th,, . . . . h,l = [gh,, . . ..gh.l. 
Proof. Parts (a) and (c) follow from the fact that p is a natural transformation and h 
is a homotopy equivalent ransformation. Parts (b) and (d) follow since (gcp)* = g*cp*. 
THEOREM (2.2). Let ,j : T,;I: + TJ be the natural transformation given by inclusion, then 
W(j) = 0. 
Proof. T,,C is a contractible functor, i.e. there exists a natural transformation 
H: CT& + T,C such that Hit = 1. Let h: CZ"-' A+ T,-,C be the following composition 
d H 
Cl? - ‘A- CQ - CT& - T,C 
where the middle transformation is inclusion. 
Clearly hi, = 6. The pair (hp, hjj) determines an element a of the relative homotopy 
group X,(A) j) (see [6] for notation) such that aa = {&5}. Thus W(j) = j& = 0 by 
exactness. 
Remark. a is a generalization of the star product of Blakers and Massey [2]. If 
A, = Smi-l, o! is a generator of the relative homotopy group 7r,(T,J, T,C) = Z where 
N = i my. Starting with Q we could have defined W(q) to be cp,$a. 
i=1 
Let i : T, + T, be the identity transformation. Consider the map 
T, C vW&Xn-% $9” + % 
defined in the obvious way. Theorem (2.la) implies that this map is a functor. 
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THEOREM (2.3). There is a homotopy equivalent transformation 
J:TJ -W(I) CF-’ A + T& 
such that 
I I I 
TJ - TJ 
commutes, where k is inclusion. 
Proof: Since (p, p3:(T,,C, Q) + (TJ, TIE) is a relative homeomorphism for each 
object in %“‘, there is a natural transformation q : T,Z .+ T,C + T,Z: which is a homeomor- 
phism for each object in %” and such that qlT,Z = j. Set L equal to 
q(i-h):T,Z VR(i)CY-lA + TJ. 
It is clear that this is a homotopy equivalent ransformation and Ik = q(i - h)k = j. 
COROLLARY. There exists ~1 : T,,Z + T, Cvwci) CY-’ A such that pj = k and ~1 is a 
homotopy equivalent transformation. 
THEOREM (2.4). cp:TJ(A,, . . . . A,) + X can be extended to + : T&A,, . . ., A,) + X 
if and only if W(q) = 0. 
Proof. Assume that + exists, then cp = $j. W(q) = W($!) = 1(/* W(j) = 0 by Theorem 
(2.2). If W(V) = 0, cpW( ) i is null homotopic and cp can be extended to 
q:(T,Z vwtl) CZ”-‘A)(A,, . . . . A,) --) X. 
Let + = @p:T,Z(A,, . . . . A3 + X. Since @j = g-k = cp, + extends cp. 
THEOREM (2.5). Let (p:T,Z(A,, . . . . A,) + X. Zf X is an H-space, W(q) = 0. 
Proof. By the previous theorem it suEices to show that cp can be extended to T&. 
Hilton has shown that ET,I: is a retract of xT,-J for each object in V”. Hence Dp can be 
extended to + : CTJ * Z X. II/ induces $’ : TJ + REX in the usual way. James has shown 
that if X is an H-space there exists r : QZX --t X such that rk N 1 where k : X + REX is 
given by k(x)(t) = (t, x). Thus we have r$‘: TJ + X. rlC/‘j = rkq N cp. Hence q has an 
extension to TJ. 
COROLLARY (1). Let fi: ZA, --) X for i = 1, . . ., n. Zf X is an H-space VI, . . ., fJ = 0. 
COROLLARY (2). The induced map in homotopy 
(W(cp))*:n(X, H) --) n(C”-‘A(A,, . . . . A,), H) 
is zero if H is an H-space. 
Proof. Let f E 71(X, H). Then (W(q))*(f) = Wuq) = 0 by Theorem (2.9, since H is 
an H-space. 
In particular if H = K(G, n), n > 0, we have 
COROLLARY (3). (W(q))* : H”(X; G) + H”(C”-lA(A1, . . . . A,); G) is the zero map. 
ROLLARY (4). Zf E, is the suspension homomorphism, then Z, W(q) = 0. 
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Proof. IZ*W(cp) = 0 if and only if k,W(cp) = 0, where k is as in the proof of Theorem 
(2.5). k,W(q) = W(kq) = 0 since the range of kq is CZY, an H-space. 
There are theorems analogous to Theorems (2.3) and (2.4) for the functor T,X and 
maps (p: T&4,, . . . . A& + X. We first define several functors and natural transformations. 
We shall assume that n is a fixed integer for the next paragraphs. 
Let Si be the set of order preserving functions [l, 2, . . . , n - i + l] -+ [l, 2, . . ., n]. For 
each Q E Si we deline the functor tr:Y” + V-*+’ by &ii, . . . . A,,) = (A,(i,, . . . . Ro(n_r+lJ. 
j, : T,E,a + TJ and k,,: T&J + Ti_1I: are the natural transformations given by injection. 
Let 8: V E”-‘Au + T<E be given by B]X”-‘Aa = IV&). 
c E s, 
THEOREM (2.6). The following functors V + 9 are homotopy equivalent 
(i) T_iZ 
(ii) Ti -0 C V En-‘Aa 
arsi 
(iii) Ti u8 V CC”-‘Aa 
Q ESI 
Proof. Since CV and VC are homotopy equivalent (ii) and (iii) are homotopy equivalent. 
We observe that lJ k,(TJa) = T,_J and lJ j,,(TIZa) = T,Z. It follows that (iii) and (i) 
Q G s1 0 6 St 
are homotopy equivalent since T&a is homotopy equivalent o T,&T vw(,I CF.“-‘AG by 
Theorem (2.3). 
COROLLARY. cat T&A,, . . . . A,) 5 n - i + 1, where cat X star& for the Lustemik- 
Schnirelmann category of X. 
Proof. The proof is by induction 
creases cat by at most one. 
It is easily seen that the method 
Theorem (2.6) gives: 
using the fact that attaching a cone to a space in- 
used in the proof of Theorem (2.4) together with 
THEOREM (2.7). cp: T&AI, . . . . A”) + X can be extended to Ti_1Z(A1, . . . . A,) if and 
only if W(qj,,) = 0 for each o E St. 
Using Theorem (2.7) we see that for n > 2, vi, . . .,$.I is non-empty if and only if 
certain P” order products are zero for 2 I i c n. In this sense the n”’ order product is an 
(n - l)-ary operation. 
Let (X4), be the n* reduced product space of I;A [S]. 
n-tuple (A, . . ., A). Then there is a natural transformation 
pi : T&A”) -+ @A),, such that the following diagram commutes 
TZ(A”) - l-i- J(A”) 
@AL-i - (zA)n-i+ 1 
Let A” stand for the 
induced by projection 
when the horizontal lines are inclusion transformations. 
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THEOREM (2.8). The. following are equivalent 
(i) cp :t&4),‘_, + X can be extended to @A), 
(ii) ‘p~~:T~x(A”+~-l) -+ X can be extended to Ti-lII(A”+‘-‘) 
(iii) W(qpI) = 0 
Proof. By Theorem (2.7), ppi GUI be extended to Ti-,IS(A”+‘-‘) if and only if 
W(cpp,i,) = 0 for each c E SI. Since pri, = p1 for each Q E SI (ii) is equivalent o (iii). We 
now show (i) equivalent to (iii). If +: (&4), + X extends cp then #pr_l extend5 qpr, 
and hence, by the above, W(cppl) = 0. Now assume W(cppl) = 0. We recall that (U), = 
@A),-, vp, T,,Z(A’). Since w(cpp& = 0, ‘ppl has an extension 8: T,,Z(A”) + X. The 
induced map cp - 0:(X4),_, -,,, T&A”) + X is then well defined and extends q_ 
DEFINITION (2.9). A map cp:TJ(A”) + X is said to be reducible if there exists a map 
$:@A)m_1 -+ X such that +pl N cp. 
Remark. Each map $ : @A), -, X determines reducible maps ~I,:TJ(A~“) * X for 
i 2 0 defined by ‘pi = *pi. 
COROLLARY (TO THEOREM (2.8)). Zfa reducible map ‘p: TJ(A”) + X may be extended to 
Ti_lE(A”) then the extension may be chosen to be reducible. 
Proof. Suppose cp N $pr. Since cp is extendable there is an extension 0 of tipi. Then 
by Theorem (2.8), there is an extension, $, of +. Hence there is an extension of cp which is 
homotopic to gpi _ 1 and hence reducible, 
In general the GHOWP is not additive. A special addition is defined on certain 
compatible elements. This addition and the previous results on reducible maps are then 
used to show that certain sets of nch order Whitehead products are non-empty. 
DEFINITION (2.10). $, ‘p: T,Z(A,, . . . . A,) + X are said to be compatible ofl the iti 
co-ordinate if
$ITJ(A,, ..*y Ai- *, Ai+l, ee.3 A,) = qlTJ(A,, ...y Al-19 *r Ai+l, .*a) A,). 
Two homotopy classes are said to be compatible if they have compatible representatives. 
DEFINITION (2.11). Zf $ and 40 : T,Z(A,, . . ., A,) + X are compatible ofl the i”’ co- 
ordinate and Ai is a suspension, (Ai = ZA;), we de$ne $*icp by: 
$*g((t~, a,), . . . . (li, (u, a;)), . . . . (t,, 4)) = 
( 
WI, a,>, .-.,(4, (24 a;>), ..*1 CL U",) 0 5 u 5 3 
cp((4, a,>, '.., (ti, (2u - l, ai')), -**s (?n* aA) -)lUll 
DEFINITION (2.12). Zf cp and Ai are as in Definition (2.11) we define 
-&,, a,), .a.9 (tl, (U, al)), *..9 (t,n, uJ) = $$(t19 al), ...3 (riv t1 - u9 u;>), ...3 Crra9 unJ) 
THEOREM (2.13). (a) W($*iqO) = W($) + W(q) 
(b) w(- iv) = - W(Y)* 
We shall only give a sketch of the proof here. The details are contained in the author’s 
thesis. 
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Proof. Since Ai is a suspension there is a suspension structure y : Ai -) AIV A,. The 
map Z”-‘A(1, . . . . y, . . . . 1) then gives an H’-structure on Z”“-‘A(A,, . . . . A,,) which induces 
the group addition in n(Z”- ‘/\(Al, . . . A”), X). An examination of the map h (see $1 and 
the Appendix) shows that (I(/j%Vc&)Z”-‘A(1, . . ., y, . . . . 1) N ($*rcp)Jili. The details of this 
proof are somewhat complicated in general since h is not given explicitly. The interested 
reader can, however, check the details for the case in which the A,‘s are spheres. The above 
homotopy proves part (a). Part (b) follows similarly. 
We shall let cr”> stand for v, . . . , f), k times, and v”] stand for V; . . . . j’j, k times. 
THEOREM (2.14). Let cp :TJ(A’) + X be a reducible map of type cfs. If A is a suspension 
there exists a reducible map IJI of type ((an”) f or any integer a such that W($) = a’%‘@~). 
Proof. Let e1 =(P*1(P*1*.* *1cp (a times) 
$2 = ($1)*2W1)*2 .** *2W1) (a times) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
+ = (I1/k-i)*k(+k-i)*k *** *k(+k-1) (a times) 
It follows from Theorem (2.13) that I+‘(@) = tr”FV(q). It is easily seen by writing out $ 
explicitly in terms of cp that + is a reducible map. 
THEQREM (2.15). Let A be a suspension and let f :XA -P X. rf x(Zk-‘A(AL), X) is a 
finite group of order prime top for each k, 2 5 k c r, then for each k I r there is an integer 
ak # 0 (modp) such that [(a&‘] is non-empty. 
Proof. The case k = 2 is trivial since v, f] is d&ed. Assume that a reducible map 
(Pk_r:&x(A’-‘) -, X of type ((ak_lj)k-‘) has been defined with ak_, # 0 (modp). 
w(q&& E n(Ck-2A(Ak-1), X)and hence is of finite orderqprime to p. Let/3 be the smallest 
integer such that /?‘-I = 0 (mod q). Clearly jl# 0 (modp). Let ak = ak_& Then ak # 0 
(modp). By Theorem (2.14) there exists a reducible map tik-1 :T,Z(A”‘) + X of type 
((alif)f-I) such that W(ek_,) = Bk-‘W((pk_,) = 0. By the Corollary to Theorem (2.8) there 
is a reducible extension of +k_ 1 to TJ(Ak’ ‘). +‘%s induces a reducible map qk : TJ(Ak) + X 
of type ((afik). Hence [(aJ)“] is non-empty. 
Application. Let BSU(n) be the classifying space of SU(n). Let f :S2’ + BSU(n) be 
P given. Let p by any prime greater than or equal to n. Let r = ; + 1 where [ ] is the 
[I 
“greatest integer in” function. Then we will show that there exists an integer a # 0 (mod p) 
such that [(afl] is non-empty. By Theorem (2.15) it suffices to show that x2,,r_i(BSU(n)) 
is of finite order prime to p for 2 z~ i < r. Let GI, stand for the p component of the finite 
group G. 
James [9] has shown that z2,(SU(n)) is finite. We now show 
LEMMA. n2j(SU(n))l, = 0 for j -z p. 
Proof. ~,~(sU(l)) = 0 for allj. We proceed by induction on n. Assume true for n - 1. 
The exact homotopy sequence of the fibration SU(n - 1) + SU(n) + S”‘-’ gives 
+ n2jW(n - l))l, + n2jW(n>)lp + n2j(S2"-91p + 
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since ~c~~(P-~) is finite. x,,(SU(n - I))], = 0 by induction. Corollary (9.3) [7, p. 3201 
states that xzj(S*“-r)Jp = 0 if 2i < 2n - 1+2p-3. Since prj+l, this is the case. 
Hence the above sequence reduces to 
0 + x2j(S~(n))lp + 0. 
By exactness n&U(n))], = 0. 
Our application follows by using the isomorphism between n,,,_,(BSU(n)) and 
x2,,_z(SU(n)) and noticing that since i < I, i I r - 1 5 f . Thus ni I p and ni - 1 < p. 
We shall show in the next section that for proper choice off, 0 $ [(an]. 
We close this section by remarking that Hardie [5] has computed the modulus of the 
third order Whitehead product. By using the * addition of this section we have generalized 
his result to the generalized third order Whitehead product. The determination of the 
modulus of the higher order Whitehead products remains an open problem. 
0. HOWP’S DISTINGUISHED BY COHOMOLOGY 
In this section we study higher order Whitehead products of maps q : T,(S”‘, . . . , S”“) + X 
and give conditions on the Steenrod algebra of X which yield non-zero Whitehead 
products. Throughout this section cohomology will be taken with 2, coefficients for some 
prime p. We shall assume that the ring R*(X) has a minimum set of generators, xt of 
dimension rn* i = 1, . . . . M. Furthermore, to simplify a calculation, we require that ml # mj 
if i # j. In general this restriction may be replaced by weaker restrictions.t We shall write 
xy to mean x - y and shall assume that all products xi, . . . Xi, are written canonically with 
iI 5 iz s . . . I i.. (H*(X))’ is the ideal of H*(X) generated by k fold products of positive 
dimensional elements of H*(X). 
DEFINITION (3.1). Let cf, be a natural cohomology operation which vanishes in the co- 
homology of the Cartesian product of spheres and let y E H”(X). We say the pair (a, y) 
distinguishes the product xk, . . . xk,, if 
NY) =C &I, ems9jJXjl --. Xjn mod(H*(X))“+ r 
with a(kI, . . . . k,J # 0. 
DEFINITION (3.2). We say x E H”(X) signifies f: S” + X iff *(x) # 0. 
THEOREM (3.3). Let xkl signtfy fi:Sm’[ + X for i = 1, . . . . n. If (0, y) distinguishes 
x,, . . . xk, and no p of the m,,, i = 1, . . ., n, are equal then 0 4 V;, . . ., fJ. 
Proof. If vl, . . ..f.] is empty we are done. Hence we may assume there is 
W(q) E VI, . . . . f.]. Let T,, = T,,(Smki, . .. . SQ,). If W(p) = 0, by Theorem (2.4), there is a 
map $ : T,, --f X which extends cp. Consider the following diagram. 
Hq(X) ” - Hq(T,) 
I 
0 @=O 
HN(X) ‘* 
I 
- HN(To> 
t In our applications H*(X) will always be a polynomial ring, Z,[XI, . . ., XM], dim xi # dim xj if i # j.
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where y E H9(X) and N = 2 mk,. The diagram commutes by the natural@ of @. Since 
i= 1 
CD = 0 in H*(T,,), Q+*(J) = 0. We show below that J/*@(y) # 0. This contradicts our 
original assumption and hence W(cp) # 0. Since W(cp) is an arbitrary element of V;, . . ., f.] 
this proves the theorem. 
Bythenaturalityofthecupproduct$* :(H*(X))'+ (II*(T, Since(H*(T,J)n+l = 0, 
J/*(H*(X))"+' = 0. ThUS $*Q,O) = C ~r(ji, . . ..jJ$*(xj., ..., xi”). 
To compute 9(x,, . . . xi.) we fist notice that 
+*(XjJ = C l @ *** @J*(XjJ@ e-e @ l mod(H*(TJ)’ (3.4) 
where the sum is taken over (t : k, = j,>.‘f 
If tit, . . ..j.) # (kl, . . . . k.) there is some i such that ji # k, for 1 d t I n. It follows 
from (3.4) that ~*(Xj,)E (H*(To))‘. ThUS +*(Xjl . . . XjJ E (H*(TJ)n+l = 0. 
Let K be the set of distinct ki. For each ki E Klet v1 be the number of ki = kl, 1 <j s IZ. 
M is defined to be n(vi!), where the product is taken over those i such that ki E K. If no 
p of the ki are equal it is clear that M # 0 (modp). 
Since (H*(T,))” +’ = 0 it follows from (3.4) that 
$*(xk, **. Xk”) = fia1 8 ... @f:(XkJ@...@l). 
i=l 
Using the fact that if i #j, mi # mj, an elementary computation shows 
**(xkl ... x,J = MI?(x,,) 69 **- @f”*(xk,). 
Since x,, signifies fi, fi*(x,J = yisi, where sI is a generator of Hrnkr,(Srnkd) and yi # 0. 
Combining the above results we have 
$*0(y) = a&, -.., k&*(x,, ..- Xk.) 
= a(kl, . . . . k,)My, . . . ynsl @ . . . @IS, 
which is non-zero since each of the coefficients is non zero. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
Remark. We notice that Steenrod operations are natural and vanish in the cohomology 
of the Cartesian product of spheres. 
Application. Bore1 and Serre [3] have shown that H*(BW(k)) = Z,[x,, . . . . xk] where 
dimx i = 2i. For k 2 n and p 1 n, Serre [IO] has shown that there exists a map 
g : S2” + BSU(n) such that x, signifies g. It was shown in $2 that there is an integer a # 0 
(modp) such that [(as)‘] is non-empty, where r = f [I + 1. Let i : BSU(nj + BSU(k), for 
k 1 n, be inclusion and letf= aig. x, signifiesfsincef*(x,) = (aig)*x, = ag*xn # 0. Lf’] is 
non-empty since i*[(ag)‘] c Lf’]. 
A direct calculation using the results of Bore1 and Serre [3] shows that 9$~,,_,+~ 
distinguishes XL (modp) in BSU(k) for n 5 k < n + n/ : . Thus Theorem (3.3) implies [I t We shall not distinguish between If*(To) and N*(Sm%) @ . . . @ H+(S’“%). 
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0 $_Lf’]. Since If’] is non-empty, there exists a non-zero r* order Whitehead product in 
nzW_l(BSU(k)) for n I k < n + n/ c . [I 
It is clear that p divides the (group) order of the element described above. Using the 
isomorphism A : q,,,_l(BSU(k)) + n2W_I(SU(k)), we see that for some integer /i, 
PA V; . ..,f] is a non-zero element of (group) orderp in r~~~_~(Su(k)). We extend the usual 
terminology and refer to A V; . . ., f] as a higher order Samelson product of the map Af. 
We notice the following curious fact. If n = k = 2, W(2) = S3 and ifp is an odd prime 
2nr-2=2p. ThusaA~,...,f] is an element of (group) order p in n2,(S3). This is the 
smallest dimensional homotopy group of S3 which contains elements of order p. Hence 
the initial elements of order p in s,(S3) are generated by a multiple of a higher order 
Samelson product. 
We remark that the existence of non-zero higher order Whitehead products on spheres 
is still an open problem. 
APPENDIX. CONSTRUCTIONS HOMOTOPIC TO THE JOIN 
We continue the notation of $1 with the following addition: K : Q + ‘3’ the unreduced 
cone functor is defined to be the quotient, T,,(l, )/T,,(l, ). There is a natural transfor- 
mation x : K + C which is induced by the quotient map. 
Definition (1). The iterated join functor J : ‘3’ + Q is defined inductively as follows. 
J(X,, X2) is the quotient space obtained from X1 x X2 x I by factoring out the relations: 
(~~,~~,O)~(x~,x~,O)forallx~,x~~X~and(x,,x~,1)~(~~,~~,1)for~x~,x~~X~. The 
base point of J(X,, X2) is ( *, *, 4). Assume inductively, that the n - 1 fold join has been 
defined. J(X,, . . . . X,,) is then defined to be J(J(X,, . . . . X.-l), X3. If fr : X, + Y, for 
j = 1 , . . . . n, Jcfi, f2)(x1, x2, t) = V;(x,), f2(x2), t) by definition and JV;, . . . . f> is defined 
inductively to be J(Jcfi, . . ., faml), fA. 
It is easily checked that J is indeed a functor. The image of J lies in %’ since V is closed 
under Cartesian products. 
Arkowitz [l, p. 111 shows that J(X,, X2) is homeomorphic to KX, x X2- Xl x KX,. 
This homeomorphism is given by 
u(x19 X2, f, = i 
(Xl, 62, 1 - 20) 05t5f 
((x,, 2t - l), x2) +5ts1 
This result may be generalized as follows. 
THEOREM (1). Let Cl and C2 be any contractible spaces containing Xl and X2 respectively 
as s&complexes. Then J(X,, X2) is homotopy equivalent to Cl x X2 + Xl x C2. 
Proof. Since Ci and KX, are contractible, the homotopy extension theorem implies that 
the inclusion maps Xi c Ci and Xi c KX, may be extended to maps rI : KX, --t Ci and 
si : Ci + KX,, i = 1,2. These maps then induce 
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and 
r: KX, x X2 v X, x KX, + C, x X2 v X, x C2 
s:C, xX2wXixC2~KX1 xX2-X, xKX2 
Since KX, x X, - X1 x KX, is homeomorphic to J(X,, X,), it suffices to show sr - 1 
and rs - 1. We show the first; the second follows similarly. Define 
hl:KX~xOvKXixl~X~xZ-+KX, i= 1,2 
by h,( , 1) = sir,, h,( , 0) = 1 and h,(xl, t) = x, for xi E X,, and t E I. As above these maps 
can be extended to maps KX, x Z + KX, which in turn gives us a homotopy between sr 
and the identity. 
We notice that we needed the fact that all spaces were countable CW-complexes and 
that the subspaces were embedded as subcomplexes to be able to apply the homotopy 
extension theorem. 
THEOREM (2). Let K1 be a contractible space containing X, as a subcomplex, i = 1, . . . . n. 
Then J(X,, . . . . X,,) is homotopy equivalent to the subset 
b T,(KI, . . . . KM, Xi, K,+l, . . . . K.) ofT,,(K,, . . . . K,>. 
f=l 
Proof. We show in Theorem (3) below that J(X, ,, . . ., X,) is homotopy equivalent o 
Q(X,, ***, X,,) (see below for the definition of Q). Using this fact, Theorem (2) is proven by 
an argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem (1). 
Definition (2). Let j, : T,(C, . . . . C, Zd, C, . . . . C) + T,C be T,(l, . . . . 1, ic, 1, . . . . 1) 
(ic on the ith co-ordinate). Q is defined to bei c1 Image ji and is denoted by Q(X,, . . ., X,> 
= *@-e(CX,, -a-, Xf, *--, CX,) with the obviius identifications. Since jl is a natural 
tr;sformation TcC(_&, . . . . f,) maps Q(X,, . . ., X,) to Q( Y,, . . ,, Y,) and hence induces 
Qti, -.A 
Remark. It is immediate that this definition is equivalent to the definition of Q 
given in $1. 
THEOREM (3). Q is homotopy equivalent to J (Q, J : V + CC?). 
Proo$ We shall prove the theorem by induction on n the “dimension” of the domain 
category. We first prove that Q : W2 -, V is homotopic to J : VP2 + %. The map induced 
bynxa,KXIxX2vXI~KX2+CXI~X2 -XI x CX, is a homotopy equivalence 
by Theorem (1). Let ZZ(X,, X2) be the composition of this map and the map, v, given 
following Definition (1). It is clear that H is a homotopy equivalence. Hence it suffices to 
check that His natural. Let ff : X, + Yf, i = 1,2. Then 
H(Yr, Y2)Jti,f,)(x1~ ~2, t) = H(Y,, ~2M_fiW_f2(x2), t) 
= 
1 
uih)~ cfi(x,), 1 - 20) Osts$ 
Kfxx1), 2t - %Lz(x2N *St11 
= Qcfi,lz> H(Jh X2) 
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We assume inductively that J : V-l + 5%’ is homotopy equivalent to Q : Wml + %’ and 
that this equivalence is given by a map H. Let Q’ : V” + %? be defined by Q’(X,, . .‘., A’,,) 
= Q<QW, . . . . X-A &I and Q’ti, . . .._A.) = Q<Q(.L . . ..L>.L). Q’ is clearly a 
functor. The proof of the inductive step consists of showing that Q’ is homotopy equivalent 
to both J and Q. The composition of the two homotopy equivalences then gives us the 
mapH:J+ Q. 
H’ : J + Q’ is given by setting H’(X,, . . . . X,) equal to the composition 
WQ(&, . ..s X-i>, &,lJ(H(&, . . . . X-1, 1). 
It is clear by induction and Theorem (1) that H’ is a homotopy equivalence. We therefore 
check that H’ is natural. 
HV’,, . . . KlJUi, . . ..A.) 
= WQO’,, . . . . LA K)JWO’,, . ..s Yn-I>, l)J(Jv;, . ..A-M.) 
= H(QVI, . . . . K-d, YnlJ(H(Y,, . . . . YndJcfi . . ..f.-dt_G) 
= WQV,, . . . . Y.-i), Y.)J(Qv;, . ..A.P& .a., &-drfn) 
= H(QVi, a.., K-d, Yn)J(Qti, ~.~,f,-iM~JW(-&, . . . . G-i>, 1) 
= Q<Qu;, . ..A-AW(Q(& . . . . X-d, X)JWGG, . . . . X-i), 1) 
= Q’ti, . . .,.LVW,, . . ., Xl. 
We now defme R : Q’ + Q. Let r extend the inclusion 
Q<&, . . . . X,-I> -+ TOW,, . . . . -LA to CQ(&, . . . . X,-d. 
We may define, as in the proof of Theorem (l), a homotopy h between rCQCfi, . . .,fn_1) 
and Z’,,Ccf,, . . . . f._&r which is Q& . . ..fn_r) on Q(X,, . . . . X,-i) x I. R(X,, . . . . X,) is 
defined to be r x 1 on CQ(X,, . . . . X,_,) x X,, and the identity on Q(X,, . . . , X,_,) x CX,. 
This, as was shown in Theorem (I), is a homotopy equivalence. Moreover h may be 
extended to a homotopy between the maps 
NY,, . . . . KlQ’ti, . . . A and Qti, . ..S.M(&, . . . . Xl. 
The composition RH’ = H is the desired homotopy equivalence between J and Q. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Arkowitz [l, p. 111 shows that J(X,, X2) is homotopy equivalent o CA(X,, A’,) (see $1 
for the definition of ZA). Such an equivalence is given by 
H(x,, x&x,, ~2, t> = (t, (XI, ~2)) 
Hence J : W2 + W and CA : %T2 + %Z are homotopy equivalent. 
THEOREM (4). CmlA and J are homotopy equivalent functors from the category W’ to %?. 
Proof. The above paragraph is the proof for the case n = 2. We assume inductively 
that Yv2A and J are homotopy equivalent and that this equivalence is given by H. 
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We first remark that it is well known that the functors V(V x 1) and V : W” + V are 
homotopy equivalent and that the functors ZA, AT&, 1) and AT&, C) are all homotopy 
equivalent functors from the category V2 to %. 
Let H : J + IZ”-‘A be given by 
H(XI, .“, X”) = H(Y-%(X,, . ..) X.-r), X”)J(H(X,, . ..) X”_l), 1). 
Using the induction hypothesis and the above remark a routine argument shows that His a 
homotopy equivalent ransformation Y-‘A -+ J. 
COROLLARY. The functors 2’ - 1 A and Q are homotopy equivalent. Hence there exists a 
homotopy equivalent transformation fi : C”-‘A + Q. 
This proves Theorem (1.2). 
:: 
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